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from The 4th SCESCM and AUN/SEED-Net RCCE 2018 Chair
Dear participants,
 It is my great pleasure to welcome you in The 4th SCESCM and 
AUN/SEED-Net RCCE here at Royal Ambarrukmo Hotel, Yogyakarta, 
Indonesia.
 I would like to express my appreciation to all the co-organizers 
institutes, universities from Indonesia and universities outside the country. 
Also to the all the third parties, PT. Pamapersada Nusantara, PT. Adhi Karya, 
PT. Inti Beton, PT. Cigading Habeam Centre, PT. Geoforce Indonesia, PT. Wika 
Beton, PT. Hutama Karya, PT PP, PT. Waskita Karya, PT. Tamara Overseas, PT. 
Fyfe Fibrwrap, PT. Jasamarga Japek Selatan, and PT. Semen Indonesia who 
provide financial support for us, to Indonesian Society of Civil and 
Structural Engineers, Asian Concrete Federation, Japan Society of Civil 
Engineers, International Federation for Structural Concrete, the International 
Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering as supporting institutions, 
and to all the reviewers who have worked on their best helping us to sort 
hundreds of papers from around the world.
 To gather and to share all knowledge and research results from 
students, academicians and professionals, in 2012 the first SCESCM 
conference was organized focusing on sustainability concept implemented 
in design, construction and maintenance in any civil engineering structure. 
Since then, the conference is organized biannually and is increasingly 
enriched by outstanding keynotes, invited papers and selected 
participant’s papers sharing the latest scientific findings and achievements 
among civil engineers across the globe. 
vi
 This time, SCESCM is held in conjunction with The Regional
Conference in Civil Engineering (RCCE) 2018. RCCE is the AUN/SEED-Net 
conference hosted by the Department of Civil Engineering and Environment, 
Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. We received 129 
technical papers from various country and will be published in MATEC WEB 
Conference which is indexed by Scopus. In addition, we also received 26 
papers to be presented in RCCE conference.
 We really hope this 4th SCESCM in conjunction with AUN/SEED-Net 
RCCE 2018 under the theme “Sustainable Structures for Future Generation” 
will provide us a valuable opportunity to share knowledges and 
experiences. SCESCM has also been introducing local cultures of Indonesia 
at the welcome dinner and optional cultural tour on a day after the 
conference. Once again, welcome to The 4th SCESCM in conjunction with 
AUN/SEED-Net RCCE 2018! We wish you a productive conference, and 






International Conference on Sustainable Civil Engineering 
Structures and Construction Materials (SCESCM)
The concept of sustainability has developed in every aspect of 
knowledge, including civil engineering aspects. Universitas Gadjah 
Mada Yogyakarta Indonesia, Hokkaido University Japan and 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Germany agreed to initiate an 
international conference focusing on sustainability concept 
implemented in design, construction and maintenance in any civil 
engineering structure for students, academicians and professionals 
to share their knowledge and network about the concept. The 
initiation was then realized by conducting the 1st International 
Conference on Sustainable Civil Engineering Structures and 
Construction Materials (SCESCM) in 2012 in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. 
The initiators continued to hold the conference again in 2014 and 
2016. The 2nd SCESCM was held back in Yogyakarta and the 3rd 
SCESCM was held in Bali, Indonesia. Better than the previous, those 
two conference were enrich by outstanding keynotes, invited 
papers and selected participant’s papers. There were more than 
190 papers presented in each conferences.
Sustainable Structures for Future Generation
The 4th
in conjunction with
2Gaining more universities to join the conference as the organizing 
institutions, this biannual conference is held back in Yogyakarta, 
Indonesia on September 5 – 6, 2018. The 4th SCESCM in 
conjunction with The AUN/SEED-Net Regional Conference in Civil 
Engineering (RCCE) brings up the theme “Sustainable Structures for 
Future Generation”. This year, more Indonesian universities join the 
conference as the co-organizing institutions, those are Universitas 
Atma Jaya Yogyakarta, Universitas Diponegoro, Universitas Islam 
Indonesia, Universitas Sebelas Maret, Universitas Islam Sultan Agung, 
Universitas Kristen Petra, Universitas Katolik Parahyangan, Institut 
Teknologi Bandung, Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, Universitas 
Sumatra Utara, Universitas Tadulako, Universitas Negeri Semarang, 
Universitas Hasanuddin. Other universities outside Indonesia such as 
Nihon University, Universiti Teknologi Brunei, Chulalongkorn University, 
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn, and Universiti Teknologi Mara, also take 
part as co-organizers of the conference.
Regional Conference in Civil Engineering (RCCE)
The Regional Conference in Civil Engineering (RCCE) is an annual 
conference initiated by AUN/SEED-Net where this year RCCE is 
hosted by the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of 
Universitas Gadjah Mada, in conjunction with The 4th International 
Conference on Sustainable Civil Engineering Structures and 
Construction Materials (SCESCM). The conference is part of the 
continuing series of regional conference to provide a forum to 
collect and disseminate the most updated technology and the 
research of regional issues and public interests in the field of civil 
and environmental engineering in order to contribute to the 
sustainable community and to draw support from the industrial and 
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List of The 4th SCESCM Paper PresentaƟon 
 
TOPIC 1 
Green ConstrucƟon Materials and Technologies, Environmental Impact and Green Design, Local 
and Recycled Materials 
Title of Paper No. Paper 
A MOCKUP UNIT OF THE AN-ECO BUDGET BAMBOO CHALET: DESIGN AND COST 
ESTIMATION ANALYSIS  
(Hazrina Mansor, Nursuzila Mira Adila Abdul Wahab, Yazmin Sahol Hamid, Mohd 
Khairul Kamarudin) 
Paper 1 
A STUDY INTO FLEXURAL, COMPRESSIVE AND TENSILE STRENGTH OF COIR-
CONCRETE AS SUSTAINABLE BUILDING MATERIAL  
(Rilya Rumbayan, Sudarno, Adriana Ticoalu) 
Paper 2 
A STUDY ON THE INFLUENCE OF WATER TO SOLID RATIO, ACTIVATOR TO BINDER 
RATIO, AND PROPORTION OF LIME IN THE BINDER ON THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 
OF AMBIENT CURED GEOPOLYMER CONCRETE 
(Andi Arham Adam, Bayu Rahmat Ramadhan, Shyama Maricar) 
Paper 3 
ADHESION CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOPOLYMER MORTAR TO CONCRETE AND 
REBARS  
(Sanjay Pareek, Hiroo Kashima, Ippei Maruyama, Yoshikazu Araki) 
Paper 4 
APPLICATION OF BIO-BASED MATERIAL FOR CONCRETE REPAIR: CASE STUDY 
LEAKAGE ON PARALLEL CONCRETE SLAB  
(Prima Yane Putri, Isao Ujike, Keiyu Kawaai) 
Paper 5 
ASSESSMENT OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF PEAT SOIL WITH SAWDUST AND RICE 
HUSK ASH (RHA) WITH HYDRATED LIME AS ADDITIVE  
(Noorfaizah Hamzah, Nur 'Ain Mat Yusof, Muhammad Ihsan Haziq Mohd Rahimi) 
Paper 6 
CONCRETE USING SAWDUST AS PARTIAL REPLACEMENT OF SAND : IS IT STRONG 
AND DOES NOT ENDANGER HEALTH ?  
(Nurul Huda Suliman, Amir AƟf Abdul Razak, Hazrina Mansor, AnizahyaƟ 
Alisibramulisi, NorliyaƟ Mohd Amin) 
Paper 7 
CONSTRUCTION CLEARED LAND IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY DETERIORATION: 
QUANTIFICATION OF SOIL BORNE DUSTFALL AND SUSPENDED PARTICULATE 
GENERATION  
(Arief Sabdo Yuwono, Iskandar, Muhammad Fauzan, Elsy GusƟka Buana, Agung 
Abdul Ra'up, Ety HerwaƟ) 
Paper 8 
DESIGN AND FE MODELLING OF UPVC CORRUGATED HOLLOW ROOFING SHEET 
(Djoko Setyanto) Paper 9 
EVALUATION OF PERVIOUS CONCRETE UTILIZING RECYCLED HDPE AS PARTIAL 
REPLACEMENT OF COARSE AGGREGATE WITH ACRYLIC AS ADDITIVE  
(Neslyn Lopez, Emilla Collado, Lois Alexandra Diacos, Harold Dave Morente) 
Paper 10 
FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF BAGASSE ASH STABILIZED ORGANIC 
SOIL  
(John Tri Hatmoko, Hendra Suryadharma) 
Paper 11 
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INFLUENCE OF LOCAL RICE HUSKS ASH ON COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF NORMAL-
STRENGTH CONCRETE  
(Butje Louk Fanggi, Melinda Moata, Abia Mata, Ferdinand Liem, Tedy Woenlele, 
Stefen Ndun, Johan Lada) 
Paper 12 
INFLUENCE OF POLYPROPYLENE FIBER ON EARLY STRENGTH OF SELF COMPACTING 
CONCRETE  
(Rahmi Karolina, Abdiansyah Putra Siregar) 
Paper 13 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SULPHATE REDUCTION BACTERIA ON THE DURABILITY 
OF CONCRETE IN CHLORIDE CONDITION  
(Teddy Tambunan, Mohd Irwan Juki, Norzila Othman) 
Paper 14 
PHYTOREMEDIATION OF HEAVY METAL FROM LEACHATE USING IMPERATA 
CYLINDRICA  
(Khairul Anam Moktar, Ramlah Mohd Tajuddin) 
Paper 15 
PRESERVATION OF DURIAN TIMBER AND COCONUT TIMBER WITH SOURSOP LEAF 
EXTRACT  
(Sri Handayani, Endah KanƟ PangestuƟ, Ninda Adhitya Dharma) 
Paper 16 
REVIEW OF CREEP MODELING FOR PREDICTING OF LONG-TERM BEHAVIOR OF 
GLUED-LAMINATED BAMBOO STRUCTURES  
(Ngudiyono, Bambang Suhendro, Ali Awaludin, Andreas Triwiyono) 
Paper 17 
STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS OF PVC COATED WELDED WIRE MESH AS STEEL FIBER 
REINFORCED CONCRETE  
(Indradi Wijatmiko, Ari Wibowo, ChrisƟn RemayanƟ Nainggolan) 
Paper 18 
STUDY ON SLAG-BASED GEOPOLYMER CONCRETE WITH NATURAL AND RECYCLED 
COARSE AGGREGATES  
(Liesly Felicity SeƟawan, Timothy Hartono, Johannes Adhijoso Tjondro) 
Paper 19 
SUSTAINABLE CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS: THE EFFECT OF FLY ASH PERCENTAGE AS 
A PART REPLACEMENT OF PORTLAND CEMENT COMPOSITE (PCC) AND CURING 
TEMPERATURE ON THE EARLY AGE STRENGTH OF FLY ASH CONCRETE  
(Gidion Turuallo, Harun Mallisa) 
Paper 20 
THE EFFECT OF DENSITY AND HEIGHT OF VEGETATION IN OPEN CHANNEL ON THE 
MANNING’S COEFFICIENT  
(Maimun Rizalihadi) 
Paper 21 
THE EFFECT OF LATERITE STONE AS FILLER ON MARSHALL STABILITY HOT MIX 
ASPHALT AC-WC  
(IsƟar, Tri Joko Wahyu Adi, SuƟkno, Rahmat, Martheana KencanawaƟ, Ilham Siara) 
Paper 22 
THE EFFECT OF RESINS ON RHEOLOGICAL AND AGEING CHARACTERISTICS OF 
BITUMEN FOR PAVEMENT  
(Madi Hermadi, Willy Pravianto) 
Paper 23 
 
THE INFLUENCE OF RICE HUSK ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND 
POZZOLAND CEMENT AT THE CEMENT INDUSTRY SCALE  
(Agus Maryoto, Gathot Heri Sudibyo) 
Paper 24 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE USAGE OF LDPE PLASTIC WASTE AS FINE AGGREGATE IN 
LIGHT CONCRETE BRICKS  
(Nursyamsi Nursyamsi, Ivan Indrawan, Prasetyo Ramadhan) 
Paper 25 
List of Paper Persentation
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THE PULL-OUT TEST ON KNIT REINFORCEMENT EMBEDDED INTO CONCRETE BEAM 
(Devi Nuralinah) Paper 26 
THE SUSTAINABILITY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPERATION BASED ON FINANCIAL 
POINT OF VIEW  
(Arif Budiarto) 
Paper 27 
WORKABILITY AND STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF CLASS C FLY ASH-BASED 
GEOPOLYMER MORTAR  
(Remigildus Cornelis, Henricus Priyosulistyo, Iman Satyarno, Rochmadi) 
Paper 28 
TOPIC 2 
ConstrucƟon Management, ConstrucƟon Method and System, OpƟmizaƟon and InnovaƟon in 
Structural Design 
Title of Paper No. Paper 
A DESIGN CONCEPT OF FUZZY DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR CONSTRUCTION 
WORKERS SAFETY MONITORING  
(Lila Ayu Ratna Winanda, Achmad AriĮn, Fauzan ArroĮqi, Trijoko Wahyu Adi, and 
Nadjadji Anwar) 
Paper 29 
AGENCY COST ESTIMATION ON FLEXIBLE AND RIGID PAVEMENT  
(Fajar Sri Handayani, Aria Ramandika Kurnia, Rheza Imam Prabowo, FlorenƟna 
Pungky PramesƟ, Mochamad Agung Wibowo, Ary Setyawan) 
Paper 30 
ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT IN INDONESIAN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS  
(Toriq Ghuzdewan, Petrus Damanik) Paper 31 
ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION WORKERS PRODUCTIVITY IN PALU CITY USING 
ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS  
(NirmalawaƟ , Fahirah F., Adnan Fadjar, Mohammad Aīan) 
Paper 32 
ANALYSIS OF PRICE FAIRNESS TOWARD WORK QUALITY AND USER SATISFACTION 
FOR ARCHITECTURAL WORK  
(Amalia.N. Farini, Arief.S.B. Nugroho) 
Paper 33 
COMPARING SAFETY CLIMATE IN INFRASTRUCTURE AND BUILDING PROJECTS IN 
INDONESIA  
(Riza Yosia Sunindijo, MarƟn Loosemore, Fatma Lestari, Yuni KusminanƟ, Baiduri 
Widanarko, Cynthia Febrina, Fiori Amelia) 
Paper 34 
COMPUTER-INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING SYSTEM FOR MEMBRANE STRUCTURES  
(Kazuo Yokobori, Tomo Miura) Paper 35 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT PRODUCTIVITY ASSESMENT MODEL AND ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION IN INDONESIA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY  
(RinƟh PrasƟaning Atas Kasih,Tri Joko Wahyu Adi) 
Paper 36 
COST PREDICTION MODEL BASED ON SYSTEM DYNAMICS IN WATER RESOURCE 
PROJECT  
(Hirijanto, Mundra I Wayan, Utomo Addy) 
Paper 37 
CROSS SECTION AND GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION OF STEEL TRUSS ARCH BRIDGES 
BASED ON INTERNAL FORCES  
(Malik Mushthofa, Akhmad Aminullah, Muslikh) 
Paper 38 
DEVELOPMENT OF WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) DICTIONARY FOR THE 
CONSTRUCTION WORKS OF LOWER STRUCTURE STEEL BRIDGE  
(Yusuf LaƟef, Dina Nurdiani, Leni Sagita RianƟni Supriadi) 
Paper 39 
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HOUSING CONSTRUCTION INFORMAL WORKER PERCEPTION TOWARD THE 
EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT  
(Maranatha Wijayaningtyas, Kukuh Lukiyanto) 
Paper 40 
IDENTIFICATION OF STAKEHOLDERS TO ESTABLISHING CONSTRUCTION SAFETY 
CULTURE IN INDONESIA  
(Yusuf LaƟef, Akhmad Suraji, Leni Sagita, Rossy Armyn Machfudiyanto) 
Paper 41 
INVESTIGATING BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) ADOPTION IN 
INDONESIA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY  
(JaƟ Utomo Dwi Hatmoko, Yulian Fundra, Mochamad Agung Wibowo, Zhabrinna) 
Paper 42 
INVESTIGATING CAUSAL FACTORS OF ROAD DAMAGE: A CASE STUDY  
(JaƟ Utomo Dwi Hatmoko, Bagus Hario SeƟadji, Mohammad Agung Wibowo) Paper 43 
LOAD TEST PERMEABLE ASPHALT PAVEMENT USED BUTON NATURAL ASPHALT 
(Firdaus Chairuddin) Paper 44 
MATERIAL QUANTITY ESTIMATION MODELLING OF BRIDGE SUB-SUBSTRUCTURE 
USING REGRESSION ANALYSIS  
(M Khazin Alhusni, Andreas Triwiyono, Inggar Septhia IrawaƟ) 
Paper 45 
OPTIMIZATION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMN USING ANDROID-BASED 
MOBILE APPLICATION  
(Johan Lautan Wijaya Nusantara, Akhmad Aminullah, Andreas Triwiyono) 
Paper 46 
OPTIMIZING THE PREDICTION ACCURACY OF LOAD-SETTLEMENT BEHAVIOR OF 
SINGLE PILE USING A SELF-LEARNING DATA MINING APPROACH  
(Doddy Prayogo, Yudas Tadeus Teddy Susanto) 
Paper 47 
OPTIMUM SEISMIC PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION OF INTEGRATED MULTIPLE STEEL 
PIPES BRIDGE PIER CONNECTED BY SHEAR PANEL DAMPER WITH ANN METHOD 
(Angga S. Fajar, Akhmad Aminullah) 
Paper 48 
PREDICTING THE VOLUME NEED FOR ARCHITECTURAL WORK USING ARTIFICIAL 
NEURAL NETWORKS IN HOSPITAL BUILDINGS  
(Aulia Yudha Prathama, Akhmad Aminullah, Ashar Saputra) 
Paper 49 
PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE ASSESSMENT: A REVIEW OF THE CURRENT ENERGY-BASED 
ALTERNATE LOAD PATH (ALP) METHOD  
(Nur Ezzaryn Asnawi Subki, Hazrina Mansor, Yazmin Sahol Hamid, Gerard Parke) 
Paper 50 
PUBLIC TENDERING PROCESS FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: PROBLEM 
IDENTIFICATIONS, ANALYSIS, AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS  
(Eryana Indah Kusumarukmi, Tri Joko Wahyu Adi) 
Paper 51 
REINFORCED CONCRETE (RC) BEAM DESIGN APPLICATION FOR ANDROID BASED ON 
SNI 2847:2013 (CEMA)  
(Sarah Eden, Akhmad Aminullah, Andreas Triwiyono) 
Paper 52 
SIMPLE INNOVATIVE COMPARISON OF COSTS BETWEEN TIED-ARCH BRIDGE AND 
CABLE-STAYED BRIDGE  
(Järvenpää Esko, Quach Thanh Tung) 
Paper 53 
STUDY ON LIFE CYCLE COSTING: A CASE OF BUILDING FOR PRIVATE HIGH SCHOOL IN 
JAKARTA  
(Peter F Kaming, Ogy Ade Yahya) 
Paper 54 
THE EXECUTION OF INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT LIFE-CYCLE  
(Debby Willar, Estrellita V. Y. Waney, Novatus Senduk) Paper 55 
THE SUSTAINABILITY OF HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING FOR CONSTRUCTION 
PROJECTS  
(Adegbenga Raphael Ashiru, Adebimpe Lucia Ashiru) 
Paper 56 
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TOPIC 3 
Forensic Engineering, Structural Health Monitoring System, Assessment and RetroĮƫng, Disaster 
MiƟgaƟon and RestoraƟon 
Title of Paper No. Paper 
ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL USAGE OF CFRP WRAP TYPE ON FLEXURAL 
STRENGTH OF CONCRETE BEAM  
(Johannes Tarigan, Andrew Pakpahan, Medis SurbakƟ, Nursyamsi Nursyamsi) 
Paper 58 
ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTS OF THE EFFECT OF REINFORCEMENT OF WOOD BEAM 
USING CARBON FIBER REINFORCED POLYMER AGAINST BENDING STRENGTH 
(Torang Sitorus, Silvy Desharma) 
Paper 59 
ANALYSIS OF BUILDING AND ITS COMPONENTS CONDITION ASSESSMENT CASE 
STUDY OF DORMITORY BUILDINGS  
(Sahaduta Linggar, Akhmad Aminullah, Andreas Triwiyono) 
Paper 60 
APARTMENT PROJECT RISK ASSESSMENT UNDER MARKET UNCERTAINTY; A CASE 
STUDY IN WONOKROMO, SURABAYA  
(Aditya SutanƟo, I Putu Artama Wiguna, Tri Joko Wahyu Adi) 
Paper 61 
APPLICATION OF 2D SPATIAL IMAGING METHOD FOR IDENTIFICATION OF A FAULT 
LINES AND SUBSURFACE LANDSLIDE AT “TAMAN UNNES”, SEMARANG, INDONESIA 
(Lashari Lashari, Rini Kusumawardani, Togani Cahyadi Upomo, Supriyadi Supriyadi, 
Ajiwirani Mugiayulhaq) 
Paper 62 
ASSESSMENT OF COMPONENT CONDITION TYPICAL BUILDING OF STUDENT 
DORMITORY USING FUZZY ANALITICAL HIERARCHY PROCCES  
(Firman Javiri, Akhmad Aminullah, Andreas Triwiyono) 
Paper 63 
ASSESSMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING FOR DISASTER REDUCTION 
STRATEGY IN PADANG CITY, WEST SUMATRA, INDONESIA  
(Eka Juliafad, Annisa Prita Melinda) 
Paper 64 
EVALUATION OF VARIOUS GIS-BASED METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ROAD 
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT HOTSPOTS 
(El-Said M. M. Zahran, Soon Jiann Tan, Nurul Amirah 'AƟqah BinƟ Mohamad' Asri 
Putra, Eng Hie Angel Tan, Yok Hoe Yap, Ena KarƟna Abdul Rahman) 
Paper 65 
DELAMINATION MECHANISM OF GFRP SHEET BONDED ON THE REINFORCED 
CONCRETE BEAMS  
(Rudy Djamaluddin, Hijriah, Rita IrmawaƟ, Faharuddin, Rossy T.Wahyuningsih) 
Paper 66 
DESIGN CRITERION OF REINFORCEMENT ON THICK SOFT CLAY FOUNDATIONS OF 
TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION METHOD IN INDONESIA  
(SuyuƟ Nurdin, Kazuhide Sawada, Shuji Moriguchi) 
Paper 67 
ESTABLISHING FACTORS OF BUILDING VULNERABILITY TOWARDS TSUNAMI HAZARD  
(Leli HonesƟ, Muhd Zaimi Abd Majid, Nazwar Djali, Meli Muchlian) Paper 68 
EVACUATION EGRESS IN HIGH RISE BUILDING: REVIEW OF THE CURRENT DESIGN OF 
EVACUATION SOLUTION  
(Hazrina Mansor, Yazmin Sahol Hamid, Nurul Huda Suliman, Nursafarina Ahmad, 
Noorfaizah Hamzah) 
Paper 69 
EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON OVERALL BUCKLING OF STEEL 
PIPE TRUSS WITH CIRCULAR CUTOUT ON THE COMPRESSION ELEMENT  
(MiŌahul Iman, Bambang Suhendro, Henricus Priyosulistyo, Muslikh) 
Paper 70 
FLOOD-INDUCED BRIDGE FAILURES IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA  
(Gibson Ali Holemba, Takashi Matsumoto) Paper 71 
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INVESTIGATING THE MECHANISM OF SHEAR FATIGUE IN REINFORCED CONCRETE 
BEAMS SUBJECTED TO PULSATING AND MOVING LOADS USING DIGITAL IMAGE 
CORRELATION  
(Benny Suryanto, George Staniforth, Jaehwan Kim, Esayas Gebreyouhannes, 
Nobuhiro Chijiwa, Chikako Fujiyama, Peter K. Woodward) 
Paper 72 
MODELLING THE PERFORMANCE OF A CORRODED PIPE SECTION REPAIRED WITH 
THREE PARTS EPOXY GROUT AND WITH THREE PARTS EPOXY GROUT PLUS 
NANOFILLER  
(SiƟ Norasyikin Hj Kariya, Lim Pang Jen) 
Paper 73 
PREDICTION ANALYSIS OF THE DEGRADATION AND THE FUTURE LEVEL BUILDING 
COMPONENTS IN ARTIFICIAL METHOD NEURAL NETWORK AND FACTOR ISO 15686-2 
(SiƟ Aisyah, Akhmad Aminullah, H. Muslikh) 
Paper 74 
RISK ASSESSMENT FOR FOREST FIRE IN BRUNEI DARUSSALAM  
(Shams Shahriar, Zahran El-Said M. M., Said Safwanah N. M., Hui Kho J., Lee 
Naderah N. D. H. M. F., Hasim N. H. H.) 
Paper 75 
SEISMIC PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A MULTISTORY RC BUILDING IN PADANG 
CITY  
(Jafril Tanjung, MaidiawaƟ, Fajar Nugroho) 
Paper 76 
STUDY OF PAVEMENT CONDITION INDEX (PCI) RELATIONSHIP WITH INTERNATIONAL 
ROUGHNESS INDEX (PCI) ON FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT  
(Rijal Psalmen Hasibuan, Medis Sejahtera SurbakƟ) 
Paper 77 
THE EFFECT OF TSUNAMI LOADS ON PASAR RAYA INPRES BLOCK III BUILDING IN 
PADANG CITY BASED ON FEMA P-646  
(Fauzan, Febrin Anas Ismail, Nurpadila Siregar, Zev Al Jauhari) 
Paper 78 
TOPIC 4 
Hybrid and Composite Structures, Smart Materials and Structures, Special Structures 
Title of Paper No. Paper 
ANALYTICAL SEISMIC FRAGILITY CURVES FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL PIER 
USING SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS CONSIDERING MAXIMUM DRIFT  
(Nursafarina Ahmad, Azmi Ibrahim, Shahria Alam) 
Paper 79 
BEAM-TO-BEAM CONNECTION OF PRECAST CONCRETE STRUCTURES: STATE OF THE 
ART  
(KrisƟyanto Hery, Triwiyono Andreas, Muslikh, Saputra Ashar) 
Paper 80 
COMPARISON OF THE USE OF CEMENT, GYPSUM, AND LIME ON CLAY 
IMPROVEMENT THROUGH UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TEST  
(Ika Puji Hastuty, Farras Nasywa, Roesyanto Roesyanto) 
Paper 81 
 
EFFECT OF KENAF MCC COMPOSITION ON THIN FILM COMPOSITE 
 MEMBRANE FOR NACL REJECTION  
(Azman Ismail, Ramlah Mohd Tajuddin, Hamizah Mohktar, Ahmad Fauzi Ismail) 
Paper 82 
EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL WEB REINFORCEMENT ON CYCLIC BEHAVIOR OF RC 
SQUAT WALLS  
(Leonardus S.B. Wibowo, Min-Yuan Cheng) 
Paper 83 
EFFECTS OF USING LIMESTONE AS A FILLER AND STARBIT E-55 ASPHALT AS A BINDER 
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF AC–WC MIXTURE  
(Faizul Chasanah, Fajariesta Arta Putra) 
Paper 84 
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EVALUATION OF TENSILE TEST AND MICRO-STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION TO 
DETERMINE THE BOND STRENGTH OF ADHESIVE MATERIAL AS AN ALTERNATIVE OF 
COLD-FORMED STEEL CONNECTION  
(Indra Komara, Endah Wahyuni, Priyo Suprobo) 
Paper 85 
IMPROVEMENT OF SHEAR CAPACITY FOR PRECAST SEGMENTAL BOX GIRDER DRY 
JOINTS BY STEEL FIBER AND GLASS FIBER 
(Watanachai SmiƩakorn) 
Paper 86 
INELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CANTILEVER BEAM WITH 
EMBEDDED STEEL TRUSS IN FLEXURAL PLASTIC HINGE UNDER CYCLIC LOADING 
(FatmawaƟ Amir, Iman Satyarno, Djoko Sulistyo) 
Paper 87 
INVESTIGATION OF BRICK MASONRY WITH USING OF BAD QUALITY OF BRICKS AND 
REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAME  
(Andreas Triwiyono, I GusƟ Lanang Bagus Eratodi) 
Paper 88 
NOVEL SOFT MEMBERS IN DOUBLE-LAYER SPACE TRUSSES  
(Yazmin Saho Hamid, Gerry Parke, Nur Farzan Mohd Mahdi) Paper 89 
SHEAR CAPACITY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS STRENGTHENED WITH WEB 
SIDE BONDED CFRP SHEETS  
(Rendy Thamrin, Zaidir, Sabril Haris) 
Paper 90 
THE EFFECT OF COARSE AGGREGATE HARDNESS ON THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 
AND COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE  
(Atur P. N. Siregar, Emma L. Pasaribu, I Wayan Suarnita) 
Paper 91 
THE EXPERIMENT OF FOUR-POINT BENDING BEHAVIOURS OF HELICOIDALLY 
LAMINATED CFRPS  
(Ikuma Ishizawa, Takashi Matsumoto, Kenta Kondo) 
Paper 92 
TOPIC 5 
Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, Structures in Severe Environment, Structural 
Analysis 
Title of Paper No. Paper 
A STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF ADJACENT SEGMENTS OF A STEEL I-BEAM WITH 
LATERAL SUPPORTS ON ITS CRITICAL MOMENT  
(Naomi PraƟwi, Paulus Karta Wijaya) 
Paper 93 
AN ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC AND INELASTIC LATERAL TORSIONAL BUCKLING OF WEB-
TAPERED I BEAMS USING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD  
(Paulus Karta Wijaya, Cecilia Lauw Giok Swan, Ghassani Sadrina Noor) 
Paper 94 
AN INVESTIGATION ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND DAMPING BEHAVIOUR OF 
HARDENED MORTAR WITH RUBBER TIRE CRUMBS (RTC)  
(Restu Faizah, Henricus Priyosulistyo, Akhmad Aminullah) 
Paper 95 
ANALITYCAL STUDY OF VISCOUS DAMPER PARAMETERS AT A SIMPLE REINFORCED 
CONCRETE FRAME  
(Yusep Ramdani, Iman Satyarno) 
Paper 96 
ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR OF SLOPE MODELS TO COLLAPSING FROM STABILITY BY 




ANALYSIS STUDY THE USED OF TUNED MASS DAMPER (TMD) ON AN EXISTING TRAIN 
BRIDGE DUE TO HIGH SPEED TRAIN WITH MOVING MASS LOAD APPROACH  
(Wivia Octarena Nugroho, Dina Rubiana Widarda, Oryza Herdha Dwyana) 
Paper 98 
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APPLICATION OF SELF MASS DAMPER IN MULTI-STORY CONCRETE BUILDING  
(Dina Rubiana Widarda, Maria Yvonne Hidajat) Paper 99 
BEHAVIOR OF EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT STRUCTURE ELEMENTS USING 
POLYPROPYLENE FIBER AND HIGH STRENGTH REINFORCING BARS  
(Maulana Derry Imansyah, Iswandi Imran, Kurniawan S. Kamaruddin, Aris Aryanto, 
Muhammad Riyansyah) 
Paper 100 
BEHAVIOR OF WOOD BEAM CONNECTION USING STAPLES SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE 
MOMENT  
(Farida Lenggani, Bambang Suryoatmono) 
Paper 101 
BEHAVIOUR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAMES WITH CENTRAL OPENING 
MASONRY INFILL UNDER LATERAL REVERSED CYCLIC LOADING  
(MaidiawaƟ, Jafril Tanjung, Yulia HayaƟ, Hamdeni Medriosa) 
Paper 102 
BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR OF LAMINATED GLASS PANEL IN COMPRESSION  
(Mohd Khairul Kamarudin, Nurul HariyanƟ Mohd Rais, Mustafasanie M. Yusoī, 
Gerard A.R. Parke) 
Paper 103 
DAMAGE MECHANISM OF EXISTING RC SLABS WITH REINFORCING STEEL PLATE 
(Kenta Namba, Chikako Fujiyama, Tsutomu Niina) Paper 104 
DEGRADATION OF SUBMERGED/WET CONCRETE UNDER CYCLIC COMPRESSION AND 
CYCLIC SHEAR  
(Chikako Fujiyama, Yasuhiro Koda, Noriaki Sento) 
Paper 105 
DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS OF DAM BASED ON MATERIAL PARAMETERS USING 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION  
(Undayani Cita Sari, Windu Partono, Sri Prabandiyani Retno Wardani) 
Paper 106 
DISPLACEMENT-BASED DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPECIAL MOMENT 
FRAME (RC-SMF) WITH VERTICAL IRREGULARITY  
(A F M Salman Akhter, Yoyong ArĮadi) 
Paper 107 
DURABILITY OF PULVERISED FUEL ASH (PFA) CONCRETE EXPOSED TO ACIDIC AND 
ALKALI CONDITIONS  
(Saiful Baharin Duraman, Md. Fadhil Hakim Haji Omar) 
Paper 108 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LONG-SPAN BRIDGES SUBJECTED TO NON-UNIFORM 
EXCITATION: A STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW 
(Seplika Yadi, Bambang Suhendro, Henricus Priyosulistyo, Akhmad Aminullah) 
Paper 109 
EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF INTERFACE BETWEEN OLD 
AND NEW DECK SLABS UNDER CONCENTRATED LOAD  
(Fakhruddin, Junichiro Niwa, Rudy Djamaluddin, Rita Irmawaty) 
Paper 110 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND PARAMETRIC STUDY OF EWECS (ENGINEERING 
WOOD ENCASED CONCRETE-STEEL) COLUMNS  
(Fauzan, Ruddy Kurniawan , Zev Al Jauhari) 
Paper 111 
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF MASONRY WALL WITH MORTAR 1PC : 4 LIME : 10 
SAND UNDER LATERAL FORCE  
(Danna Darmayadi, Iman Satyarno) 
Paper 112 
FUNDAMENTAL STUDY ON SPONTANEOUS CORRUGATION PATTERN ON DRY SAND 
DUE TO MOVING VEHICLE  
(Aiko Ikeda, Kai Hashimoto, Teeranai Srimahachota, Hao Zheng, Shunji Kanie) 
Paper 113 
IMAGE ANALYSIS ON THE FLEXURAL BEHAVIORS OF RC BEAMS WITH ARTIFICIAL 
DAMAGE AND THE EFFECTS OF REPAIR  
(Kota Matsue, Takashi Matsumoto, Ko Kakuma, Hiroaki Nishi) 
Paper 114 
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NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT AND FIBER ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CONCRETE FILLED 
SQUARE STEEL TUBULAR (CFST) UNDER STATIC LOADING  
(Mahmud Kori Eīendi) 
Paper 118 
NUMERICAL STUDY OF INELASTIC BUCKLING BEHAVIOR OF RECTANGULAR STEEL 
PLATES WITH CIRCULAR OPENINGS UNDER SHEAR FORCES  
(Rajawali M Akbar, Bambang Suryoatmono) 
Paper 119 
ON THE CAPACITY OF HIGH, MODERATE AND LOW EARTHQUAKE FREQUENCY 




PERFORMANCE OF AN EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING DESIGNED IN 
ACCORDANCE TO OLDER INDONESIAN CODES (PPTGIUG 1983 AND SKSNI T-15-1991-
03): CASE STUDY FOR A HOTEL IN BALIKPAPAN  
(Pamuda Pudjisuryadi, Elian Davin Mulyadi, Ferry, Benjamin Lumantarna) 
Paper 121 
SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF NEAR-FAULT BRIDGES TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE 
PERMANENT DISPLACEMENTS 
(Shuanglan Wu, Angga FAJAR SeƟawan, Junji Kiyono, Aiko Furukawa, Atsushi Nozu) 
Paper 122 
STRENGTH EVALUATION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE FOR REGULAR 
BUILDING DUE TO EARTHQUAKE LOAD BASED ON DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES  
(Jonie Tanijaya, Robby Kwandou) 
Paper 123 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS USING THREE COMPONENTS ACCELERATION TIME 
HISTORIES CAUSES BY SHALLOW CRUSTAL FAULT EARTHQUAKES WITH MAXIMUM 
MAGNITUDE 7 MW  
(Windu Partono, Yulita Arni PriasƟwi) 
Paper 124 
THE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT OF BARITE CONCRETE SUBJECTED TO GAMMA-RAY 
RADIATION  
(Gogot Setyo Budi, Hurijanto Koentjoro, Joshua Wijaya, Evan Filbert Sikomena) 
Paper 125 
TWO NODES CUSP GEOMETRY BEAM ELEMENT BY USING CONDENSED IGA  
(Buntara Sthenly Gan, Ay Lie Han) Paper 126 
THE EFFECT OF WATER BINDER RATIO ON STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT OF CLASS C FLY 
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Title of Paper No. Paper 
A STUDY OF OPERATION AND TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS OF USERS OF BANGKOK 
BUS RAPID TRANSIT 
(Anousone Sisoutham, Mongkut Piantanakulchai) 
RCCE 1 
AN ESO–BASED APPROACH FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCTURES 
(Thu Huynh Van, Sawekchai Tangaramvong) RCCE 2 
AN INVESTIGATION ON THE ACCURACY OF 3D MPA PROCEDURE FOR SEISMIC 
EVALUATION OF STEEL I-GIRDER BRIDGE 
(An Hong Nguyen, Chatpan Chintanapakdee, Toshiro Hayashikawa) 
RCCE 3 
APPLICABILITY OF INVERSE VELOCITY APPROACH FOR MONITORING UNDERCUT 
SLOPE BASED ON PHYSICAL MODELS 
(Thirapong Pipatpongsaa, Kana Minamide) 
RCCE 4 
ASSESSMENT OF DRINKING WATER QUALITY IN SELECTED TUBE WELLS FROM 
SPECIFIC FLOODED AREAS OF HMAWBI TOWNSHIP, YANGON REGION, MYANMAR 
(Hlaing Hlaing Myint, Htet Htet Oo, Ni Ni Sein, Hnin Hnin Aye) 
RCCE 5 
CRITICAL AREA OF GROUND MOTION AMPLIFICATION IN PHNOM PENH CITY 
(Narith Prok, Sinnara Lay) RCCE 6 
DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA FOR READY-MIXED CONCRETE IN 
INDONESIA 
(Muhamad Abduh, Aryo Danurendro) 
RCCE 7 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF FLOATING COMPOSITE PLATES SUBJECTED TO A MOVING 
LOAD IN CONSIDERATION OF SIMULTANEOUS BENDING AND STRETCHING EFFECTS 
(Nguyen Xuan Vu, Luong Van Hai, Cao Tan Ngoc Than) 
RCCE 8 
EFFECTS OF FINE AGGREGATES REPLACEMENT MATERIALS IN MECHANICAL 
STRENGTH OF CONCRETE 
(Farah N.A. Abd. Aziz, Chin Kah Soon, Pang Man Cun, Noor Azline Mohd Nasir) 
RCCE 9 
EVALUATING THE EFFICIENCY OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MODELS TO PREDICT 
MISSING WATER QUALITY PARAMETER DATA FOR A WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
PLANT 
(Mozafar Ansari, Faridah Othman, Ahmed El-ShaĮe) 
RCCE 10 
GEOTECHNICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF GEOPOLYMERIZED GOLD-COPPER MINE 
TAILINGS AS EMBANKMENT 
(Lestelle Torio-Kaimo, JusƟne Mharzeline G. Guanzon) 
RCCE 11 
HORIZONTAL PERMEABILITY MODELLING OF CUT-OFF WALL USING K-NEAREST 
NEIGHBOR 
(Joenel G. Galupino, Jonathan R. Dungca) 
RCCE 12 
INVESTIGATION OF ARCH ACTION IN SAND HEAPS USING A FULLY PLASTIC 
SOLUTION 
(Tan Nguyen, Thirapong Pipatpongsa) 
RCCE 13 
PARAMETRIC STUDY ON INFLUENCE OF SURCHARGE LOADING, RETAINED SOIL 
AND RESTRAINED SOIL ON DESIGN OF DIAPHRAGM WALL (WITH SURCHARGE 
LOAD CASE) 
(Nu Nu Win, Nyan Myint Kyaw) 
RCCE 14 
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HORIZONTAL PERMEABILITY MODELLING OF CUT-OFF WALL USING K-NEAREST 
NEIGHBOR 
(Joenel G. Galupino, Jonathan R. Dungca) 
RCCE 12 
INVESTIGATION OF ARCH ACTION IN SAND HEAPS USING A FULLY PLASTIC 
SOLUTION 
(Tan Nguyen, Thirapong Pipatpongsa) 
RCCE 13 
PARAMETRIC STUDY ON INFLUENCE OF SURCHARGE LOADING, RETAINED SOIL 
AND RESTRAINED SOIL ON DESIGN OF DIAPHRAGM WALL (WITH SURCHARGE 
LOAD CASE) 
(Nu Nu Win, Nyan Myint Kyaw) 
RCCE 14 
SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS AND MOISTURE-RELATED PERFORMANCE OF ASPHALT 
MIXTURE INCORPORATING SILANE ADDITIVE ZYCOTHERM PREPARED USING 
GRANITE AND LIMESTONE 
(Maxell Lumbera, Eugene Herrera) 
RCCE 15 
SOME COMMENTS ON QUALITY OF THE IMPORTED STEEL STRUCTURES IN 
THAILAND 
(Watcharaphon Saegow, Taweep Chaisomphob, Nuthaporn NuƩayasakul) 
RCCE 16 
STRESS CONCENTRATION DUE TO SHEAR LAG EFFECT IN STEEL BOX GIRDERS WITH 
LONGITUDINAL STIFFENERS 
(Tanpitcha Pumphaka, Taweep Chaisomphob, Eiki Yamaguchi) 
RCCE 17 
STRUCTURAL IDENTIFICATION OF POST-TENSIONED PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
BEAM USING GENETIC ALGORITHM 
(Duc-Duy Ho, Thanh-Cao Le) 
RCCE 18 
UTILIZATION OF RUBBERIZED CONCRETE COLUMNS TO ENCHANCE DAMPING 
RATIO SUBJECTED TO SEISMIC LOADING 
(A K Mariyana, M Najmi Mastor , M S Abdul Rahman, Z Nurizaty, P N Shek, M Z 
Ramli) 
RCCE 19 
UTILIZING MEASURED NATURAL FREQUENCY TO UPDATE AN ACCURATE MODEL 
OF BUILDING STRUCTURES 
(Endah Wahyuni, Djoko Irawan, Tianjian Ji) 
RCCE 20 
VEHICLE ROUTING SYSTEM FOR ELDER DAYCARE OF SAEN SUK MUNICIPAL 
CHONBURI PROVINCE 






The committee is organizing a 
welcoming dinner for conference 
participants on September 5, 2018. The 
dinner will be taking place at nDalem 
Ngabean Restaurant, Yogyakarta. 
nDalem Ngabean Restaurant named 
after the brother of Sri Sultan Hamengku 
Buwono VII, Gusti Ngabehi. Essentially it 
means the house of Gusti Ngabehi.
Essentially it means the house of Gusti Ngabehi. At the moment, nDalem Ngabean 
is functioned as restaurant and guest house for tourist visiting Kraton. As the main 
building, the Pendopo or the main hall holds spacious space with classic 
Javanese architecture which has drawn the attention one of Hollywood producer 
to be used as one of the main shooting location for Java Heat (2013). 
During program, participants will enjoy Angklung Orchestra, theatrical dance and 
be entertained by the performance of electone player and singer during the 
dinner. Participants will feel the nuances of strong Javanese culture while enjoying 
dinner at this restaurant.
The dinner will be held from 6 PM, so participants are requested to gather in the 
Royal Ambarrukmo Lobby at 5 PM.
Theatrical Dances Angklung Orchestra
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Welcome Dinner IƟnerary 
Time  DescripƟon 
17.00 - 18.00 Drive to nDalem Ngabean Resto 
18.00 - 18.10 Welcoming ParƟcipant at nDalem Ngabean Resto 
18.10 - 18.15 Opening MC & Opening Dance 
18.15 - 18.35 Pray Time 
18.35 - 19.35 Dinner 
19.35 - 20.05 Angklung Performance 
20.05 - 20.45 TradiƟonal Dance Performance 




The committee is organizing half day city tour to several interesting place, i.e. 
Prambanan Temple and Malioboro. The tour will be held on September 6, 2018. 
Joining this program, participant can see the largest Hindu temple in Indonesia at 
Prambanan Temple. Still in Prambanan, participants will be attending The Heritage 
Class, followed by a meal with a magnificent view of the Temple. Also, joining this 
program, participant can visit Malioboro. Malioboro is an iconic and also a 
major shopping street in Yogyakarta. In Malioboro, participant are not only be 
able to shopping but also enjoying the local food. 
Conference participants who would like to join the Technical Tour can register 
one day before the event as long as there are still places available. Participants 
who join this program are requested to gather at Royal Ambarrukmo Lobby at 
12.30 PM. (100 seats available, first come first serve)





The SCESCM and RCCE 2018 offers The Social Program for participants who 
come with their spouse or family members. The Social Program will be held on 
September 5th, 2018. The spouse or family members of a SCESCM and RCCE 
participant can enjoy historical sites around Yogyakarta. In this program, the 
committee provides free transportation and drinks only. Meals and entrance fee 
(if any) are not accommodated by the committee. This program is limited for only 
10 people.
Destination:
1. Taman Sari Water Castle
Entrance ticket : 15000 IDR (foreign tourist), 5000 IDR (domestic tourist), 3000 
IDR (photo permission)
2. Sultan Palace (Keraton Yogyakarta)
Entrance ticket : 15000 IDR (foreign tourist), 7500 IDR (domestic tourist), 1000 
IDR (photo permission)
3.Lunch in Bale Raos Kraton Restaurant, a place which serves very typical food 
of royal cuisine king of Yogyakarta.
4. Silver Jewelries and Crafts Center in Kotagede Yogyakarta.
 
 
Technical Tour IƟnerary 
Time  DescripƟon 
12.30 - 12.45 PreparaƟon 
12.45 - 13.15 Drive to Prambanan Temple 
13.15 - 14.45 Tour at Prambanan Temple 
14.45 - 15.00 PreparaƟon to visit Malioboro 
15.00 - 15.30 Drive to Malioboro 
15.30 - 17.00 Tour at Malioboro 




Taman Sari Water Castle Sultan Palace (Keraton Yogyakarta)
Kotagede, Yogyakarta Bale Raos Kraton Restaurant
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